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T A G bill
amended

MSC students boycotted their classes on Sept. 26 and Sept. 29 in protest of the state
proposed TAG bill.

"Morale

islow"

Unions at odds
by N aed in e Hazell and
M in d y G oldstein
The New Jersey Education
Association NJEA. is seeking
faculty support in its move to
oust the American Federation
of Teachers/AFT from its
position as the collective
bargaining agent for MSC
faculty.
A F T negotiations were to
meet today with the state to
discuss demands for the
faculty’s contract renewal
according to union literature.
.. N JEA's organizer here, Jon
Sobecki, thinks a change of
unions is necessary because
“Morale is low among faculty
and nonteaching profession
als.” He feels the A F T has not
provided quality representa
tion.
Sobecki said that during the
1979 contract negotiations, the
A F T said it was impossible to
get both a cost of living raise
and to retain salary increments.
He said a few months later
other state unions received
salary packages with salary

increments and cost of living
raises.
Sobecki also feels the NJFA
provides better training for its
members. He cites a two week
labor school the N JF A
conducted at M SC this
summer, at which bargaining
and grievance strategies were
taught.
According to a union fact
sheet, the A F T ’s current
demands include: an 18 percent
salary increase for all employes
on July 1, 1981 and again on
July 1, 1982; an automaticcos t - o f - 1ivin g adjustm ent
every three months; all dental
and eye examinations to be
paid for by the state;
elimination of promotion and
te n u r e q u o t a s ; and a
moratorium on the hiring of
adjuncts.
Support cards have ix.cn sent
to MSC faculty by the NJFA.
If 30 percent of the faculty sign
the cards, the state Public
Employes Relations Commission/PFRC must hold a
collective bargaining election.

Flic A F T , countering this
effort, has sent faculty a notice
saying “Don’t sign that NJFA
card.’
Regarding the A F T notice,
Sobecki said, “The A F T
doesn’t want an election. T o
me that is non democratic.
People should have a say as to
who is going to represent
them.”
Barbara Hoerner, a staff
representative for the A F T ,
said the NJFA represented
MSC faculty prior to 1973.
She claims that voting on
contracts under the NJFA was
restricted to members only,
whereas the A F T allows
members of the bargaining unit
to vote on contracts under the
N JFA .She said there were no
grievance committee meetings;
the A F T holds regular
meetings with representatives
from the eight state colleges.
She also said faculty had no
input into the old NJFA
contracts. She feels that the
A F T is a more democratic
organization.

by M e ry l Yourish
Assembly bill A. 1972 was
amended last week in another
apparent victory for state
college students, according to
Ken Brown, student represent
ative to the board of trustees.
The bill, which originally
would have reallocated up to
$4.5 million or 50 percent of
last.summer’s tuition increase
to the Tuition Aid Cram/
FAC program, was changed
significantly. The amended
version allocates up to $1.4
million from the tuition
increase, and increases by
$ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 th e a m o u n t
transferred from management
and administrative services of
th< department of higher
education .
Another $ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 was
channeled into the FAG
account from aid to private
colleges. Also, $1.3 million
was appropriated from the
general treasury fund.
“No matter how you look at
it, it’s a victory,” Brown said,
adding that although he was
glad for the partial victory, he
was not overjoyed.
“ At least the money that we
do lose we’ll lose to our own
students, and nor to out of state
and independent colleges,”
Brown said. “Technically,
every dime that goes into the
FAG program from MSC'
students will come back here,”
he added. Brown explained
that under the amended bill
MSC' will be losing $135,000
to the FAG program instead
of the more than $230,000
designated bv the original A.
1972.
“My first reaction to the
amendment is that instead of
getting 200 lashes, we’re
getting 100 lashes—and we’re
still not guilty,” Brian Cige,
SGA president, said. “ I guess
for the time being we should
accept the fact that we won a
victory by making our point
and saving as much for the

students as we possibly could,
he added.
Students at six state colleges-M S C , W illiam Paterson
College/WPG, Trenton State
College ESC, Ramapo State
College RSC, Stockton State
C o lleg e S S C , and Kean
College—protested A. 1972 on
Sept. 26 and 29 by boycotting
classes and marching on the
state house in Tren ton.
Approximately 300 students
rallied in Trenton on Sept. 29
in protest of the fact that state
colleges were being asked to
make up a $4 million deficit in
the FAG account incurred
largely by private, out of state,
and community colleges.
“We were never out to kill
FA G ,” Brown said, “and
we’re glad that it’s still getting
needed funds.”
Brown was pleased with the
results of the protests, but he
stressed that there is still more
work to be done. “ I think,
overall, we will benefit from
it,” he said, “ It proved that the
system of democracy still
works.”
The amendment to the
1 AG bill comes as the
department of higher education
massed its new recommended
mdget for the 19 8 1 -8 2
academic year. The $596.4
m illion budget, adopted
Friday, represents an overall
increase of 8.2 percent over last
year’s budget, including a 4.6
percent increase to the stare
college sector and a 25 percent
increase to the private college
sector. The plan also calls for a
forced decrease in enrollment at
Rutgers University and the
state colleges while allowing
the state’s 17 county colleges to
increase their enrollment bv
3,000 students.
I he assembly has adjourned
until Mon., Nov. 10, but
Brown said the
amended
version o f the bill will nor be
voted on until sometime in
December.

Rutgers
paper
burned
(N KW ARK, N'J)—Members
of the Black Organization of
Students BOS stormed the
office of the Observer,Rutgers
University’s student newspa
p er in a fury over a cartoon it
printed last week.
1 hey
burned close to 1,000 issues,
according to John Fatteross,
editor-in-chief.
“About 30 students, not a
delegation, stormed the office,
calling it a ‘lily white’ paper
and saying there weren’t
en ou g h black w r ite r s ,”
Fatteross said. BOS was
formed in the early 70’s to
combat racism, he added.
The cartoon in question was
a caricature of Paul Robeson,
an early civil rights leader, after
whom the Student Center is
named. “Uncle Paid scz...
come to the U RN'/, general
meeting...” is the caption that
caused the black students’
outrage, Fatteross explained.
Fatteross said he had a “sense
of outrage” over the incident.
“Our intent was harmless,” he
said, “The Observer has lots of
Blick writers. You can’t tell a

person’s color by the by-line.”
“It was meant only as a
tradem ark, a sym bol of
endearment. I can’t believe
anyone could be offended by
it,” A1 Knight, the cartoonist,
said.
“We are demanding to be
paid for the burned issues. The
paper is published with student
fees. It is not sold," Fatteross
said. “We want 25 percent of
SH70, which is what is costs to
put out 4,000 issues,” he
added.

Debate
plans
settled

(W A SH IN G TO N ,D C )~
P r e s i d e n t C a r t e r and
republican candidate Ronald
Reagan have finally decided to
debate each other on l ues.,
Oct 28. in Cleveland, OH. The
League of Women Voters
reported that the nation alls
televised debate will be 90
minutes long and consist of
two parts.
The first part of the debate
will consist of questions from
the four panelists, and the
second half will include
rebuttals from the candidates
and responses to the rebuttals.
There will be a brief closing
statement from each candidate.

A representative for the league
stated that the questions will
deal with domestic issues, the
economy, foreign policy, and
defense.
Independent John Anderson,
whos been slipping in the
polls, wasn’t invited to the
planned debate.

Athletes
charge
racism
(P O M O N A , N J )—Kleven
Black football rdavers at
Ramapo College Ramapo
claimed racial discrimination
when they were dropped from
the team, I.vnn Black, editorin-chief of Argo, SSC ’s weekly
student newspaper, said.
“The coach is not thinking
of us as persons,” Black quoted
the players as saying. “They
are asking for a minority coach
and a Black captain if they are
reinstated,” she added.
Black said the team coach
had explained that the 11 in
question had not attended
practices and were simply not
ready to play.
“They felt they didn’t get to
play even when they did attend
practices,” Black said. “They
are waiting to see if they will be
reinstated,” she added.

Come to a HALLOWEEN PARTY
with entertainment by

SHU
dorms
searched
(South Orange,NJ)
— An
internal warrant was issued for
th e se a rch o f s tu d e n t
dormitories at Seton Hall
University/SHU after the
theft of a couch and two
armchairs which were later
recovered, the Setonian, SH U ’s
student newspaper, reported.
Phil Hartman, news editor
of the weekly, said the
newspaper is conducting an
investigation into the legality
of such a search. “The
American Civil Liberties
Union/ACLU said the search
seemed excessive,” he said.
“It’s a dangerous incident in
that it may set a precedent for
other such searches,” he added.
The search warrant for
Boland Hall, a 400 room
dormitory, was signed by a
university vice president after
the furniture disappeared from
the office of Sue Hailman, an
assistant director there.
Hailman said the warrant
was issued because “There was
a strong likelyhood the
furniture did not leave the
b u ild in g .” She said the

THE

furniture was later recovered
from one of the dormitory
rooms although she refused to
disclose details of the search.
“The laws about this sort of
thing are kind of vague,”
Hartman said. “We are trying
to find our if dormitories fall
under domicile or hotel laws.”
Hartman said the search
could be legal if dormitories
were operated under hotel
laws. However, if dormitories|
were considered domiciles, it
would probably be illegal, he
said.

Anderson
Carter
bought NJ
(N E W A R K ,N J)— I ndepen dent presidential candidate John
Anderson accused President
Carter of using federal funds to
try to buy votes in NJ.
In an interview with the
associated press Tuesday,
Anderson said vote buying
was Carter’s goal in awarding a
S4.5 million federal grant for a
new water pipeline for the
North Jersey drought area.
Xeu's Xotes compiled by Janet
Gough. Courtesy AP u-ire
service.

S USPECTS
Date: Mon., Oct. 27
Place: Student Center
Ballroom A&B
Time: 8 pm
Admission: $1 w/costume
$1.50 w/out costume
© © 0 & DRMfoOBC
F©Fi ©©STORES wM lb® awairdted
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CLUB is a class 1 organization of the SGA
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Religious group
under review
by M a ry A n n D 'U rs o
Followed by an investiga
tion by The Montclarion into
allegations made against Chi
Alpha, a religious group on
cam pus, th e S G A w ill
lace the organization’s Class
1Charter into the Constitu
tional Review (Committee,
which will decide next week
whether or not to change Chi
A lp h a to a C la s s IV
Organization or to decharter
the group completely.
Fast week The Montclarion
reported that Chi Alpha, and
hence the SG A , was threatened
w ith a law suit by a
disgruntled M SC student
complaining that the religious
organization constituted a
church established on state

S

property—interpreting this as a
violation o f the law o f
separation o f church and state.
in a well known case
concerning the separation of
church and state, Justice Black
summed up the Supreme
Court’s majority view on this
issue as follows: “ Neither a
s ta te n or th e F e d e ra l
Government can...pass laws
which aid one religion, aid all
religions, or prefer one religion
over another.”
The committee’s decision
concerningChi Alpha’s charter
may effect other religious
based groups on and off
campus, such as Newman
House, the Jewish Student
Union/JSU, and Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship/ICF.
“Religious organizations are

chartered through the SGA
like any other organization,and
the chaplains are registered at
the dean of student’s office,”
T h o m as F. Step n ow sk i,
director of student activities,
said.
Dr. EdwardC. Martin ofthe
dean of students office had said
that “ It’s really a standard type
of procedure and the clergy
usually come up to the dean of
students office and work out a
basic groundwork which we
think will benefit the clergy
and the students as well.”
Chi Alpha, an outreach
program of the Assembly of
God Church, is advised by its
chaplain, Steve Espamer.
E s p a m e r, by his ow n
admission, in addition to
receiving monies from the
donations o f Chi Alpha
members, also receives monies

from the Assembly of God
Church and private individu
als.
Newman House, located off
campus on Valley Rd., is
funded by the archdiocese of
Newark. Eather Herbster,
director of Newman House,
said Newman House provides
cou nselin g and w orship
services to students wishing
Catholic guidance. He is
provided for soley by the
archdiocese.
ewish Student Union/JSU,
lass III Organization ofthe
SGA , makes no claim to
religious affiliations, but
rather, allows Jewish students
to socialize through cultural
irograms, lectures, and dances,
oy Kurland, advisor of ISU,
said. Kurland came to MSC
through the Jewish Commun
ity Federation of Metropolitan
NJ. “JSU is funded by the
Jewish Community federat
ion,” Allan Worshinski, of the
R u tg e rs’ N ew ark Je w ish
Students Services said.
Another of the student’s
complaints was the nature of
Espamer’s source of income,
namely donations made by Chi

¿

i

A lpha’s members at the
organization’s Thursday night
meetings and Sunday morning
worship services. Espamer had
commented that the students
had the right to do what they
want with their money.
The S G A ’s rationale behind
reviewing Chi Alpha’s charter
is that it may be in violation of
the statutes governingCIass III
Organizations. Because only
Class IV' Organizations are
entitled to nave national
affiliations, and because Chi
Alpha, a class III Organization,
is affiliated to the Assembly of
God Church, the question has
arisen as to the constitutiona
lity of its charter.
If Chi Alpha is made a Class
IV Organization, it would still
be entitled to meeting space in
the Student Center and the
legal protection of the SGA.
However, if Chi Alpha is
dechartercd completely, it
would not be allowed to meet
in the Center and.if involved in
a law suit, would be forced to
fend for itself.
T h is procedure would
follow for any organization
under the SGA.

Programs accessible
to the handicapped
by M ik e D avino
With the defeat of last
November's higher education
bond, MSC was forced to seek
alternative means of complying
with Federal law mandating
that college facilities be made
accessible to handicapped
students.

photo by Stan Godlewski

In order to comply with the
Federal standards, MSC has
assigned classes to buildings
that are already accessible to
the handicapped and is
bringing support programs to
students who cannot reach
existing programs because of
barriers in the older buildings
on campus.
The bond issue alloted
S7()(),()0() to MSC—which it
had since learned to do
without—to make campus
buildings fully accessible to the

handicapped.
“ U nd er F ed eral law ,
commonly known as Section
504, colleges are required to
make their programs accessible
to handicapped students,”
Jerome Quinn, director of
institutional planning, said.
“One way to accomplish this
is to make our facilities
acceptable by making physical
im p r o v e m e n ts such as
installing ramps and elevators.
We estimated it would cost
around §700,000 to make the
older buildings on campus
acceptable and planned on
using money from the bond
issue. Unfortunately it was
defeated by the voters last
N o v em b er,” Quinn said
during a telephone interview.
“Another way to meet the
Federal requirements is to

assign classes to buildings that
are already designed for use by
the handicapped, although the
classes may nor normally be
taught in those buildings. For
example, scheduling foreign
language courses in the
Math Science Building, Quinn
co n tin u e d . F o r su p p ort
programs that are located in
areas that are inaccessible to
some handicapped students, we
can bring them to the student,
Quinn added. “The Financial
Aid Office, lor instance, is
considered acceptable even
though it is located on the top
floor of College Hall, a
building with no elevators,
because counselors can meet
with the students on the
ground level,” Quinn said. “ In
general we can make our
programs acceptable," Quinn
concluded.

Brian Cige, SGA president, left, and Bill Thorton, right, lead a
tour during Handicap Awareness Day this Tuesday.

Sexual assault charge dismissed
by Beth W in kelm ann
The attempted sexual assault
charge against James J. Lewis
was dismissed during his
probable cause hearing last
night. Lewis will remain
charged w ith aggravated
assault on an unidentified
female classmate. He has been
ordered to appear before a
Passaic county grand jury for
indictment.
Last night in Little Falls
court, Judge John J. Gavenda
said that he was satisfied that
there was probable cause that
th e a g g r a v a te d a s sa u lt
occurred, and that Lewis
caused it to happen.

Gavenda dismissed the
attempted sexual assault charge
because the victim could not
identify the area where it
occurred.
MSC police officer Lee
Bu ch anan te s tifie d th at
although the victim was not
able to determine the exact
location o f the alleged
attempted sexual assault, she
did identify the spot where
Lewis’ car was parked when he
allegedly hit her over the head.
According to campus police
reports, police laboratory
technicians searched Lewis’
impounded car and found what
they believed to be concealed
dangerous substances. Also

found was a gold cigaret case
and a wooden pipe, both with
marijuana residue, seeds, and
leaves in them. Lewis was
given a conditional discharge
and will be on probation for six
months for this offense.
L e w i s ’ ban' fo r th e
aggravated assault charge will
remain at $10,000, according
to Gavenda. Dennis LaHiff,
attorney for the suspect,
informed the judge that a bail
bond had been set.
The victim, a brown haired
oung woman, was asked by
er a t t o r n e y , a s s i s t a nt
prosecutor D. Lockin, to
explain to the court what
happened on the morning o f
October 6. She replied that she

went out with Lewis tor coffee
after class. She stated that after
talking with him in his car for a
few minutes, he hit her over the
head two times with an
unknown object. According to
her statements, she sustained
head lacerations, one of which
needed four stitches.
After this occurred, the
victim said, Lewis drove her to
a wooded area off campus and
choked her and dragged her out
of the car. She stated that she
pleaded with him not to rape
her, and he drove her back to
Normal Ave., where she was
released.
She then stated that she
wal ked to the w h i t e
information booth on College
Ave. and asked for help. Police

reports on the case state that she
was treated at the infirmary and
Mountainside Hospital.
According to Sgr. William
Hotaling of the campus police,
aggravated assault is a crime of
the third degree and is
punishable by a fine of up to
$500 and/or three to five years
in prison. He explained that
since this is Lewis’ first offense,
the actual sentence may be
different.
The college has not taken
any disciplinary action against
Lewis. lie was not questioned
during the hearing and
volunteered no information.
At press time, no date had been
set for the grand jury trial.
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Solar grant awarded
by M a ry A n n D 'U rs o
MSC recently received a
$40,000 grant—one of the
largest in NM--from the
department o f energy to
develop a system of making
solar energy economically
feasible for installation in
private homes.
Winfield Parsons,
of
the industrial education and
technology department, will
head the program assisted bv
William Cioetchius, a research
technician and student at MSC.
M SC is c o n t r i b u t i n g
$ 1 2 , 0 0 0 to the existing
$40,000 by providing a room,
H H - 10 1 , i n s i d e t h e
automotive lab for the duration
of the grant.
The system would employ
parabolic solar collectors that
could provide constant year
round temperatures at a
substantially lower cost than

existing systems.
Fhe basic principle of
parabolic solar collectors is the
concentration of light on a
single tube going through the
focal point of the parabola. The
light falling in the tube is
similar to the concentration of
light in a magnifying glass.
Heat produced from the
concentrated light is absorbed
by the liquid inside the tube,
which is then pumped into a
person’s house. The heat can
then be used as a substitute for
conventional sources of heat
energy such as gas, oil, coal, or
wood. Most people in this area
use the heat energy from their
solar collectors to heat their hot
water tanks or for home
heating.
In
order
for
the
parabolic
collectors
to
work efficiently they must
constantly be aimed directly at

the sun. Hopefully research
will yield a low cost, durable
tracking device that will lower
the cost of the system.
Students
aiding
in the
research project are already
building and testing these
tracking systems.
The next phase is the
development of vacuum tubes.
The copper tube that the
sunlight focuses on will be
encapsulated by a clear glass
tube sealed at both ends and
emptied of air. This vacuum is
excellent insulation for the heat
collected in the tube. It is hoped
that the process will increase
efficiency by as much as 30
p e r c e n t and add o n l y
minimally to the overall cost of
the project.
The third and final phase is
th e mass p r o d u c t i o n
techniques necessary to build
the fiberglass shells. The more

An artist's rendition of a parabolic collector.
that can be built in a shorter
time, period the cheaper the
price of the system will lx:.
The research findings will be

published in the form of a book
that will describe the results
and the innovative techniques
developed.

M unicipal tickets increased to $ 1 0
by M ary A nn D eFiore
I)r. Klliot I. Mininberg, vice
president for administration
and finance, announced at last
Wednesday night’s meeting of
the board of trustees that the
fine for violations of the two
hour parking limit on the
streets of Montclair has been
increased from $2 to $10 by
Montclair town officials.
Also discussed at the
meeting was the under
representation of minority
faculty in public universities
and c o l l e g e s d u r i n g a
presentation made by Anita
Walters, affirmative action

officer at MSC. The trustees
resolved to form a task force to
aid in the hiring of minority
faculty and also the recruitment
of minority students.
1 he trustees announced the
results of a test conducted to
measure the asbestos level in
areas of the campus containing
this fiber. “The asbestos level is
well bel ow the federal
regulation level,” Mininberg,
said.
Referring to the increased
p a r k i n g v i o l a t i o n fee,
Mininberg said that many
M ontclair residents were
disturbed because of the

JO B LIS TIN G S AND
C A R EER SEM IN A RS
(A more complete listing of Eall seminars and current job listings
is available in Career Services, Life Hall)
C A REER SEM IN A RS

Resume Writing
Tue., Oct. 28.
Interviewing I (Techniques)
Mon., Nov. 3
Interviewing II (Techniques)
Thur., Oct. 23___________
Thur., Nov. 6.
(Prerequisite: Interviewing I)
Interviewing III (Videotaped “Mock Interview”)
Mon., Oct. 2 7 __________________ ____________
(Prerequisite: Interviewing I and II)
Job Hunt
Thur., Oct. 30__________________
A pplying to Graduate Schools
Mon., Nov. 3 ____________

1 pm
11 am
_2 pm
11 am
. 1 pm
.6 pm
.3 pm

JO B LIS TINGS
F U L L T IM E
Mechanical draftsman—BS
industrial arts—listed October 1980—
negotiable—Paterson.
Advertising copv assistant-English background—listed Oct. 14—
lO K -N Y C .
Speech thcrapist-MA or eligible for certification-listed Oct. 3—
$10 an hour-Brooklyn.
Recreational assistant-recreation degree—listed Oct. 14—$170 a
week—Newark.
Counselors—any major-Listed Oct. 8—ncgotiable-Hudson
County.
i,
Partrime
after school program coordinator—Any major or senior
areferred—listed Oct. 14-S4.25 an hour—Montclair.
Medical assistant—any major—listed Oct. 10-$3.75 an hour—East
Orange.
Eurniturc loader—any major—listed Oct. 6-$6.8() an hourBrooklyn
'*>>4 * i
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number of cars belonging to
MSC students parked on their
local streets. Mi ni nberg
attended the town meetings
and attempted to explain the
parking situation on the MSC
campus in response to the
residenrs ’ complaints.
K en B r o w n , s t ude n t
representative to the trustees,
was asked to explain the
students’ role in improving the
number of minority students at
MSC. He said an SGA
recruitment team was formed
consisting o f SCI A legislators
and members of Black Student
Cooperative
I ’nion BSCL’,
and the Catin American

Student Organization LASO.
“ They will work with the
Admissions Office to recruit
more minorities,” he said,
adding “Multiracial groups of
students arc going out with the
Admissions Office to recruit.”
Ernest May, chairman of the
trustees, suggested to Brown
that a Black student and
minority student also be asked
to sit on the Affirmative Action
Task f orce. These attempts at
further increasing the minority
faculty and student populat
ions at MSC arc in response to a
board of higher education
affirmative action resolution
requiring the boards of trustees

at public institutions to identify
practices which are preventing
the hirings of minoritiy
faculty. Walters reported that
there has been a statewide
decline in the hiring of
minority faculty.
Mininberg also told the
trustees that a parking
consultant has been hired to
review the MSC parking
situation. It is hoped that the
consultant will find ways to
improve parking accomoda
tions for handicapped persons
and visitors and to generally
improve the parking situation
throughout the campus.

Career Corner

Senioritis strikes

by Peter Prichard
Sen-ior-i-tis (sen-yor-i-tis),
n. 1. A gnawing sensation
experienced by many college
students as they approach
graduation. 2. A cold sweat felt
by college seniors when
comtemplating post graduate
prospects.
One way of reacting to
senioritis is to ignore it, go on
vacation after graduation, and
return wi th a renew ed
commitment to find a job.
Another option is to take
advantage of the followin
resources while in school wit
the hope of going to graduate
school or finding a job prior to
graduation.
Students who are interested
in the graduate programs
available at MSC can talk to
Dr. Stephen Dobish, associate
director of the Office of
Graduate Studies, Room 208
C o l l e g e Ha l l . P r e l a w
advi s ement servi ces are
provided by Professor
Balfe in Room 327 Russ Hall.
The reference section of
Sprague Library and the
Career Services Library in Life
Hall have directories which
provide information by stare,
major, and subject, on all the
graduate programs in the
*%,/**> "**

country. These resources
include Peterson's Annual Guide
to Graduate Study, The College
Handbook, and The College Dine
Book. More information about
graduate programs can be
found in the microfiche college
catalog collection available in
the nonprint media department
of Sprague Library.
The
collection contains microfiche
copies of many graduate school
catalogs.
Many graduate schools
require that students take a
standardized test as one of the
admissions criteria. Bulletins
for the Graduate Record
Examination ( I R E (next test
date is Dec. 13; late registration
deadline is Nov. 18); the
Gradu ate Management
Admi s s i on Test ( ¡ M A T

(next test date is Jan. 24; late
registration deadline is Dec.
29); and the Law School
Admission Test L SA T (next
rest date Dec. 6; late
registration deadline is Nov.
17) are all available in Garcer
Services. A large number of
articles, books, and pamphlets
which discuss graduate school
realities are also available in
Garcer Services.

Those students not planning
to go to graduate Softool can
take advantage of several
employment related services
which are available at MSG.
The Office of Student
Teaching and Educational
Placement, Room 001 in
G h a p i n Ha l l p r o v i d e s
assistance

Courses changed
An addition and a change to
the Schedule of Gourses book,
released last week, have been
made recently.
The music and psychology
departments will be cospon
soring a new interdisciplinary
course,entitled Psychology of
Performance, for the spring
1981 semester.
*> / V
■p*»

Another course, Media in
Intercultural Gommunications,
has been approved as fulfilling
th e m i n o r i t i e s c u l t u r e
requirement and the human
and intercultural relations
requirement. The course
deals w ith the use of media tor
communication in intercultural
situations.
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Campus Police Report
S542. Officer Vicky Brown is
investigating.
An MSC student had his
suede coat and wallet stolen
from a locker in the men’s
locker room in Panzer Gym on
Oct. 14. The report stated that
the lock was forced off the
locker. The suede coat was
valued at $150 and $70 in cash
was stolen along with the
wallet, fassnacht is investiga
ting.

Assault suspect on probation
by Chris C arroll
Jame J. Lewis was issued a
summons in lieu of arrest for
possession of a concealed
deadly substance on Oct. 10.
Acting on a consent warrant
issued last week when Lewis
was arrested on charges o f
a g g r a v a t e d as s aul t and
attempted sexual assault, state
police laboratory technicians
were searching Lewis’ vehicle
when they found what was
believed to be marijuana in the
'love compartment.
Also
bund was a gold cigaret case
and a wooden pipe, both with
marijuana residue in them, and
seeds and leaves scattered
around the car. Lewis was

f

SGA news

given a conditional discharge
and will be on pro bation for six
months. O ffic e r Robert
Williams is investigating.
A male was assaulted while
he was walking outside of
Freeman Hall on Oct. 16 at
6:50 pm. The victim stated that
a Black male struck him in the
neck outside o f the dormitory
and knocked him to the
ground. The victim managed
to knock his assailant to the
ground and hold him down
when another Black male
grabbed him and began
choking him, the report stared.
A number o f students
separated the victim and his
assailants. According to the

report, the victim cited an
earlier incident in which one of
the assailants cut into a food
line as a possible reason for the
assault. N o complaints have
been signed as of yet. Officer
James Fassnacht is investiga
ting.
Officer Debra New combe is
investigating a theft from a
motor vehicle that occurred on
Oct. 20 in Lot 8. Theownerof
the vehicle said she left her car
locked in the lot at 11 am.
When she returned at 3:15 pm,
her personal belongings were
missing. An imitation black
fur, a hair dryer, a black bag,
and a book were reported
stolen. Also missing were the

Bill debated
by M eryl Yourish
Yesterday’s SGA meeting
ended in controversy last
night. The Appropriations and
Government and Administra
tion Committees cosponsored
a bill at the request of Scott
Garrett, SGA treasurer, that
would require any Class 1
contract to carry both the
SGA president’s and treasur
er’s signatures. Currently, only
the president’s signature is
required to validate a contract.
After a lengthy debate, a
recess was called to cool
tempers down. Quorum was
called after the recess, and was
not present.
Tne cricket club was granted
a ("lass 111 charter for 1980-82.
The lacrosse club was also

registration and insurance card
for the vehicle. The valueofthc
missing property is estimated
at $105.
Twenty-five books were
reported stolen from an office
in College High on Oct. 7 at
8:51 am. According to the
report, unknown persons
entered a faculty member’s
office: by removing the door
molding and using a sharp
object to push back the lock.
All of the missing books dealt
with accounting and were
carefully selected from the
numerous books on the shelves
in the office, the report stated.
The value of the missing
property is approximately

TC=

An employe of the Kngjish
department was involved in a
motorcycle accident on Oct. 7
at 5 pm. According to the
report, the gate arm at the
entrance to Lot 9 came down
and hit the employe in the
chest. The rider was knocked
off the bike but was uninjured.
Officer Charles Jones
responded.

Presents

8 Days & 7 Nights in Cozumel

granted a Class III charter.
A bill was passed establish
ing Tue., Nov. 4, a day to
remember the American
hostages in Tehran. There will
be a brief, nondenominational
service starring at noon in the
Student ("enter Mall. President
David W.D. Dickson, Father
Kenneth Herbster, and Brian
Cige, SGA president, will
speak at the service.
The health professions club
was gi ven $ 4 0 0 f rom
Unappropriated Surplus to
hold a “Here’s to Your
Health’’ health fair on Nov. 5.
The geoscience club received
$160 from the Montclair
Transportation Authority to
s pons or a bus trip to
Pennsylvania.

DOM ES
January 13-20, 1981
Students, staff. tacult\.
and communitx resi
dents celebrate the
Christmas break with
an exciting vacation in
the land of warm
sunshine-COZ(JMEL.
MEXICO! Discover for
yourself the white sand
beaches, blue cjreen
waters, and lush tropical flavors
which charmed I 7th <vntur\
pirates, the conquistadors, and the Mn\un
civilization.

$ 3 7 5 .0 0
PRICE INCLUDES

,4

• Round Trip Jet Flight from Newark to Cozumel.

campus holidAys usa..*».

Mexico

• FLO RID A
A Holiday on Campus

$Z7 p e r d a y
Includes: Twin beds, A/C
Room, Minutes from Beach,
3 meals per day, Plus:
activity program.
242 Bellevue Ave
Upper Montclair, N.J
Tel: 744*8724
ALSO

-

Low cost air
departures.

or bus

• Multiple A ccom m odation s-A ir Conditioned suites.
(Living Room Area. Dining Area. Full Kitchen.
Bathroom and Showers). (Price based on three to
fi ve o c c u p a n t s pe r s ui te, f or d o u b l e
accommodations add $15.00 extra per person.)
• United States Airport Tax.
• Round Trip transfer from Cozumel Airport to Hotel.
Baggage Handling, Tips. Reconfirmation
• Escorted by your CTC Campus Rep.
SIGN UP IMMEDIATELY
$50.00 due immediately. Make check or money order
payable to EVELYN SCHEYER TRAVEL SERVICE and
mail with coupon below to:
Richard Kleva. C.T.C. Director
2609 Glendola Road
Wall. New Je rsey 07719
The balance is due no later than November 15. 1980.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Ned R o b in so n

7 4 4 -9 4 9 1

T u e s ., W e d ., T h u rs.
6 : 0 0 pm.

t o 8 : 0 0 pm.
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The battle
isn't over
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Due largely ro the student strike o f several weeks ago,
Students o f NJ state colleges won a battle in the fight over
Assem bly bill 1972. But the war is not yet won.
Albert Burstein (D -T en a fly ) generously amended the
bill ro read “no more than $ 1 . 4 m illion” shall betaken from
the tuition increase, instead o f up to $ 4 .5 million. It’s nice to
know that he’s returning som e $3 million to us, but there’s a
slight problem.
W e’re still paying for a debt w e did nor incur. Whether
we pay $1 million or $ 1 0 0 million, the fact remains—state
colleges underspent their Tuiti on Aid G ra n t/ T A G
programs. W e’re still being penalized for administrative
errors by the board o f higher education/BFTE.
Another problem is that some $ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 will be
transferred from the management and administrative
services budget o f T . Edward Hollander, the chancellor o f
higher education. Maki ng Hollander pay for his own
ineptitude is not a bad idea, but that money was supposed to
go to improvements that would benefit all o f the state
colleges. N o matter which way we turn, we’re being
robbed.
T h e fight is far from finished. T h e S G A intends to keep
up the lobbying effort, and we urge you to do your part.
Call your assemblymen, or better still, wrirethem . Letth em
know you are nor satisfied with the amended version. Show
T renton that you really care about the horrible state o f
higher education spending in N J. T ell them that we deserve
to be better than 4/th in the nation in per capita spending on
education.
W e’re doing all we can. Right now , the rest is up to you.
W e’re asking you, once more, to stand up for your rights.
N o one else can do it for you.

Well done
We would like to applaud the athletic department,
specifically Dr. Leonard Lucenko, Dr. Jo an Schleede and
T im Sullivan and all their students, for their work with the
N J Special O lym pics. It isn’t often that the campus
com m unity takes an active part in such worthwhile
endeavors as last weeks Special O lym pics.
T h e expressions on the faces o f those participating in the
event said m ore than any article could.
T his day should be an example to those cynical critics
who claim that humanity no longer has a heart and that
college students are apathetic and jaded.
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On the Ram page/Nora DePalma

Get out and vote
One year ago, on election
day, less than one-quarter of
the eligible voters between the
ages of 18-25 exercised their
right ro vote. T hat was the year
that MSC lost over $12 million
it would have received if voters
had approved a higher
education bond issue.
In fact, the number of
eligible voters that turn out on
election day has declined
steadily since 1960—which is
most of our lifetimes.
Now you probably are
saying to yourselves, “Oh, I’m
not going to read this if it
another stupid article telling me
to go out and vote.”
Well, this is not another
stupid article telling you to go
out and vote. It is an important
article telling you, the MSC
student, professor, or staff
member, that you are (to use a
technical political language) a
real nerd if you don’t go out to
vote on Nov. 4.
I can’t understand what is so
repulsive about going out to
vote, with the possible
exception of Ronald Reagan.
I’m sure more than 22 percent
of you went to the dentist last
year. Why is it you can
motivate yourself to have some
guy with bad breath lean over
you and inflict pain, but you
can’t motivate yourself to enter
the nice little booth and pull a
few levers? It’s the same result.
If you neglect to go ro the
dentist, your mouth stinks and
your teeth rot. If you neglect to

go and vote, the government
stinks and the country rots.
Now you are going to say,
“I’m nor going to vote, because
I can’t stomach any of the
choices.” Now I’ll admit, I
would just once like to vote in
an election where I have a hard
time deciding who to vote for
because they are all so good.
T his seems to hold true for
SG A elections, right up
through US presidential
elections. But staying home on
election day, and then sitting
around complaining for four
years, isn’t going to change
that.
Which brings me to the next
excuse people use to get out of
voting, and to me, this is the
worst: “ What difference is one
vote going to make? My vote
doesn’t count.” My friend, if
you believe that, then you
obvi ousl y need a good
geography lesson, because this
is Montclair, not Moscow. The
whole principle this country is
founded on is that you do
count in the government. You
have a say in who sits in office,
and you can tell them how you
want them to rule. Don’t tell
me you can’t affect legislation.
When was the last rime you
wrote to your elected official?
And how can you say your
vote doesn’t count? When you
pull a lever for the candidate
you want, you are telling the
government what you want,
and that isn’t as easy as it
sounds. Never take that right

for granted until you see, first
hand, what life without voting
is like in Eastern European
countries.
It doesn’t take a lot to be an
informed voter. All it takes is
listening to your morning
news on your favorite radio
station on the way to school.
Listen to mom and dad at the
dinner table, or pick up the
literature circulating around
campus. Even if you can’t jump
up and down enthusiastically
about any of the candidates,
one will have a platform you at
least partially agree with.
I think the thing that scares
me the most aliout voter apathy
is that one year less than 10
percent of the country will
make it to the polls. And some
guy. will come along and
suggest that if we let him take
office, we won’t havero bother
with voting anymore. All the
bored st udent s, busy
businessmen, lazy teachers,
and uninterested housewives
will let him take over, and he'
will eliminate voting, then
columns like this, then your
favorite .Sunday services, then
your choice of career, then...
Secretary of State Donald
Lan told me that there are two
ways to change a government:
one way is with ballots, the
other is with bullets.
Please, let’s keep it with
ballots.
A'ora DePalma is a columnist for
the Montclarion.
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Students Speak

MSC divided over chartering
by G eorgia Panagakos and Phil Lanoue

Do you think the SGA should charter religious organizations?
“No, because MSC is a state institu
tion, and the state should not
supplement religious
activities.”

Diane .1IcGinley
I9HI business
administration
“ I think that religion should not be
chartered. It should be a free
organization
where
anyone can join.”

Betty Casteline
1 9H3/computer science

Soapbox

“Yes. I think it should. I don’t think
that religious organizations should be
any different than
other organizations.”

Chris (1ergely
19 ft4 /marketing
“ No. I think that people should
practice what they want without being
in an organization. I think organiza
tions are something to
hide behind. Religion
should be run only on
its own.”
Art Fenny
19HI / political science

“Sure, I think so. I think that if a
group can get enough people, I don’t
think rhev should be
denied a chartered
organiza tion.”

Marco Vollero
19H4/ business
“ I think so because it is still an organi
zation. It’s still an organization if it’s
within the school
limits. Sp, I believe it
should be chartered.”

James Carbo
I9H1 /communications

“Yes, I do because
part of the campus just
like everything else
is.”

Joe Natoli
l 9H l psychology

“No This is nor a religious college.
Ifitwas,it should have been named Saint
Montclair State. If they want religion,
they should have gone
to a religious college.”

Richard Byrne
19 HO/English

Past performance also an issue
To the editor:
This is in regards to Phill Karali’s
comments on Jimmy Carter ( ‘Carter: a
man o f integrity?’ ) in the Oct. 2 issue
of The Montclarion.
I applaud Mr. Karali’s efforts, but
believe the point could have been
hammered home a bit harder. Four
years ago, Carter ran and was elected on
the platform of cutting inflation at
home, establishing a clear foreign
olicy, and his ever famous crusade of
uman rights. He has failed on all
counts.
First, by his own admission .inflation
is running wild and is now seemingly
uncontrollable. In fact, the only things
Carter has done for inflation are; (1)
change the formula for computing it
and (2) increase it.
Secondly, to this date we have yet to
establish a foreign policy. While Carter
tries to figure out how to deal with Iran,
Russia knows exactly how to deal with
a country like Afganistan.
On human rights I simply ask what
rights the Americans being held hostage
for almost a year have.
What
has
Carter as President done for our
country? He’s given us inflation,
unemployment, and recession at home,
and embarrassment worldwide.
Folks, it’s simply not an issue of
integrity, it’s a question of past
performance.
Thomas Buckley
I9HI accounting

Research
properly
To the editor:
This is ashort comment admonishing
Darrel Lippman for crediting the group
Queen with introducing “theatrical’’
rock. The adjective theatrical is, at its
best, vague.
If Lippman means that they
introduced theatrics to the rock stage.

then he is ignoring Alice Cooper, who
was at his peak around 1974; David
Bowie, vvhose Diamond Dogs tour
during the summer of 1974 was widely
acclaimed for its theatrics; and last but
not least Mott the Hoople, who had
already disbanded by 19/6.
If Lippman is refering to the operatic
Bohemian Rhapsody then he’s
forgetting the Who’s A Quick One anA
Tommy, both recorded prior to 1969.
It is suggested that Lippman pick up
any of the number of rock nistory
books available.

Critic
questioned
«

To the editor:
This letter, like others you have
probably received , is in reference to the
art i cl e whi ch appeared i nThe
Montclarion on Sept. 25s containing a
review of the recital by Barbara
Holmquest on F ri., Sept. 19, which was
written by Stephen Kantrowitz.

passages..,” but Mrs. Holmquest
played them “ too rigidly, and didn’t
enable tfie music to flow as it should
have.” How'ever, Kantrowitz later
writes that the “piece U'as light and
spacious.” Now, if Holmquisr played
the piece with rigidity, how' could it
possibly have light and spacious
qualities?
These grammatical and semantical
blunders are not the only reason for
being upset. All who attended the
concert enjoyed themselves immensely.
Holmquest is a past instructor of
Fdmund Batters by, who resides on our
music faculty. This made for an evening
of sentimental value also, for those who
know Batters by.
It was, in short, and remains to be, a
most enjoyable and worthwhile event.
T h e a u d i e n c e was far f rom
“ shortchanged.”
Michael McMahon
19HS music

Article
misleading

my bill was to have the charter changed
from a Class III to aClass IV'. All rights
and privileges of Class III and Class IV
Organizations are the same, except a
Class IV has a nationwide affilation,
whereas a Class III does not. There w'as
no mention of possible discharterment to
be discussed in my committee, nor is it
likely at this time that there w'ill be.
A fter discussion with several
members of the SC* A, it was agreed that
the picture captioned “Church vs.
State ’ was misleading andput theSG A
in an unfavorable light. I ne SGA has
been very helpful to Chi Alpha
throughout this whole issue, as it would
be to any chartered organization, and
the implication that they are fighting
one another is a dangerous one.
The end of this entire issue may very
well be a simple charter change. If any
further problems arise, they will be
dealt with. At this time, however, the
SGA does not wish to place Chi Alpha
on the defensive. We appreciate their
concern and cooperation throughout
this trying matter.
Phil Anter
I9H2 marketing

Help for
tenants

How any publication could continue
to employ someone as a musical event
critic witfiout musical taste is a mystery
To the editor:
to mys el f , and , f r ankl y, the
In response to your article ‘Religious
extraordinary number of people who
group questioned,’ in the Oct. 16
attended this concert.
issue of The Montclarion, I feel that
To the editor:
Contradictions are one of the main
certain statements may have been
Students who are residing as tenants
plagues of the review. Kantrowitz
somewhat misleading, and I would like
in the tow n of Montclair and having
stated that Holmquest was “...very
to try to clear up any misunder
difficulties with their landlords should
conservative in style and in her
standings which may have arisen as a
approach to the music.” Not only is this
lie aw are that they can receive assistance
result.
from the Mo n t c l a i r T e n a n t s
an aurally unwarranted statement, but
A few weeks ago, it was brought to
Organization.
contradicts this following sentence:
my attention that one of our chartered
“ ...Holmquest has a tremendous
Also, the Kssex County Tenant
organizations, Chi Alpha, could
Resource Center will be conducting
amount of sensitivity... a richness of
possibly be sued. Although this would
tonal color and variety.” These remarks
classes this month to help tenants learn
be an unlikely occurrence, it was of
hardly indicate “conservatism” in
what their rights are and how to
concern because the SGA would be
performance.
exercise these. For more information
ultimately responsible for any suit
Y et another contradi cti on is
you can write the Montclair Tenants
involving any chartered organization.
Organization, Box 841, Montclair, NJ,
accomplished here, when Kantrowitz
As chairman of the Constitutional
remarked on the Impromptu in F
07042 or call at 744-4042.
Review Committee, I was asked to
Barbara H. Chasm
minor, Op. 142, No. 1 by Schubert.
submit a bill to review the Chi Alpha
,ssociai c p. ojessoi \
The piece possesses “...lovely, flowing ..Charter,.A& author, the mam purpose o.f _
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p r e s e n ts an
In te rn a tio n a l F o re ig n S tu d e n t D in n e r
"C O L O R O F A RAINBOW "
On Friday evening, October 24,1980 from 610pm in Russ Hall on campus. Xi Iota
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
sponsored by Gamma Omicron Zeta chapter
of Northern, will be holding an International
Dinner.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority is an
International Sorority that focuses on
scholarship and service to the communities
around the world.
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PARTICIPATING:
BSCU Choir, LASO,
Dr. Curtis Jackson (Dir. of Intracollegiate
Academics Programs),
Dean Harris (Assit. Dean of Students),
Karen Wood-Basilleus of Xi Iota Chapter
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Trivia contest is a teaser
himself.
“Correct!” beamed the MC.
One voice from the far left
corner of the ball room
muttered, “ I always do that. I
knew the right answer. Why
the hell didn’t I write that
down?”
And so the same pattern
f o ll o w ed t h r o u g h the
remaining 20 questions asked
last Wednesday afternoon at
the movie trivia contest
sponsored by the Student
I nt r amur al and Lei s ur e
C o u n c i l / S I L C . Eleven
contestants braved out the
teaser-test held at noon in
Ballroom C of the Student
Center.
“ It’s a lot of fun,” Charlee
Bannon said, the small redhead
in charge of the trivia contests.
Being an MSC student is the
only requirement necessary to
enter. “Just come on down!”
she exclaimed.
The movie contest was one
of the several trivia games
sponsored by SILC during the
month of October. The second
Wednesday of the month was
T V trivia; yesterday’s was
sports, and next week’s is a
potpourri contest for those
without a field of concentra
tion. A possible T V cartoons
trivia contest is being mulled
over.
Twenty questions .are bein'g'asked for a p o s s i b l e
accumulation of 165 points.

by R egina Brzek

“Question 11,” bellowed
the master of ceremonies/MC.
“ In what movie did Julie
Andrews win a best actress
award?”
The heads of the seated
contestants bowed in unison as
they hastily scratched out what
they thought was the correct
answer.
“O K ,” he continued, “does
anyone need more time?”
No one replied. Everyone
seemed to have that smug,
confident look on their faces.
They all knew that the only
movie Julie Andrews could
have possibly gotten an Oscar
for was...
“ Alright,” said the bearded
MC. “Does anybody have the
correct answer?”
“The Sound of Music!”
blurted a contestant from the
back of the room.
“Wrong,” said the MC,
shaking his head from behind
the podium. A chorus of
grunts and moans rose from the
l ong tables whe r e the
contestants brainstormed for
answers.
“Anyone else?” questioned
the MC.
A tall, intelligent looking
young man, with a closely
clipped haircut and wide
glasses, spoke from the front
L Tables. “Was it Mary Poppins:?”
he asked, somewhat unsure of
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The MC calls out the questions
and the contestants answer
them on scrap paper. The
participants get to compare
their accumulative scores with
their rivals as the scorekeeper
chalks the points beside their
names posted on a blackboard.
A bonus question is thrown in
to give the contestant an
opportunity to bet Jiis points
with the chance o f gaining or
losing the same amount he bet.
“ We get our questions from a
few trivia books, even from the
6 pm news, and we bounce the
icstions at each other up in
e SILC office,” Bannon said,
smiling.
Cash prizes are also awarded
at the games. Eirst place wins
$15, second place wins $10,
and third place wins a S IL C T shirt.
Michael Price, the guy with
the Ivy-league look who
popped the' Poppins answer,
won first place in the movie
trivia game with ascoreof 120.
“ I just lovemovies,” Price said.
“ I guess I just have a good
memory for that kind of thing.
I knew the correct answers to
questions about movies that I
haven't seen since I was a kid.”
Price said that heoften refers to
A Film goers Guide after
watching a good movie in
order to find out additional
information about an actor, |
producer, etc. Price is a speech
and theater major and will play
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the part of a preacher in the
Player’s upcoming production
Shenandoah.

in 1958 movie God’s Little
Acre?
5. What was the name of
Rosemary’s baby?
6. What is the brandof James
Bond’s cigaret lighter?

Here’s a chance for you to
match your skills at movie
trivia wi th that of the
contestants. Eollowing is a list
of some of the questions from
last week’s movie category.
1. She played the mother of
Charl es Poster Kane in
Citizen Kane. What is her name?
2. Erom what movie is the
famous routine Who’s on Eirst
by Abbott and Costello from?
3. What was Sacha (Hunts
Hall) full name in the Bowery
Boys?
4. What is the real name of
the actor who played the albino
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Bonus: W’hat is the name of the
drive-in in the movie American
Grafetti?
Answers:
1. Agnes Moorehead
2 . The Naughty Nineties
3. Horace Dubussy Jones
4.
Michael (Landon)
Orowitz
5. Andrew John
6. Ronson
Bonus: Mel’s
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U.P.O.C. in NOV.!!!!
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□

What's a U.P.O.CM
Weil let you know
next week!
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HAPPY HALLOW EEN!
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A.P.O. MEANS-UU!
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Indians salvage Homecoming, 2 8 -0 , as rain d
Defense denies WPC

M SC's special team applies strong
pressure on W P C p u n te r C ra ig
DePascale (left) as the Indians' partisan
watch in anticipation (above).

Quarterback Joe Rebholz threw three touchdown passes, and tailback Bill Grundy ran for a
fourth as MSC avenged last season’s 7-7 tie to William Paterson College/WPC, 28-0. It was the
Indians’ fifth straight victory since their opening game loss
The rain that persisted up until five minutes before kickoff may have deflated the pregame
balloon liftoff and any anticipated tailgating parties, but it did not hold back the Indians’ defense as it
recorded its second shutout in six games.
Rebholz, who did an outstanding jobplaying in place of an injured Scott Fischer, hit receiver Don
Lewis for 10 yards and a touchdown on the Tribe’s first possession of the game. Kicker Keith Sahlin
then added the extra point to make it 7-0 and put him in the MSC record book once again.
W'ith that point, Sahlin became the holder o f e'terv career, seasonal, and game kicking record in
MSC history.
Tailback Mike Horn also entered the books on Saturday at Sprague Field when his 60 yard run
around left end in the first quarter put him ahead of Tony Valpone’s 1,191 career rushing yards. His
total of 152 yards on the night gives him a career total of 2,018—the first player in MSC history to
rush for over 2,000 yards.
Chris McGrath caught a five yard Rebholz flip, also in the first quarter, to givethe Indians a 14-0
lead at halftime. The score, however, should have been double that.
Touchdown strikes to John Jefferson look alike Terry Porter, and Grundy were called back on
holding calls in the first half, and the question began to arise as to whether MSC would beat jtself.
Turnovers, too, kept the Indians’ defense constantly on their toes as the wet astroturf made the ball
difficult to hang onto.
The surprisingly large crowd (considering the rain) that flocked the wet benches at Sprague Field,
saw the Tribe come out strong in the second half as Rebholz found wide receiver Dave Reavis six
yards away in the corner of the end zone. Minutes later, Grundy scrambled over from the four to
give MSC a comfortable 28'!)lead in the third quarter.
From there, the Indians’ defense—as it had done all game and has done all season—totally shut
down the Pioneers’ offense.
Led by all-America linebacker Sam Mills, (9 tackles) and a hard hitting defensive secondary, the
Tribe limited WPC to just 137 yards on the ground and 157 total yards.
MSC tries for its sixth consecutive victory on Sat., Oct. 25 vs Central Connecticut State College
at 1:30 pm in Connecticut. The Indians return home on Sat., Nov. 1 at g pm vs conference
rival Trenton State College.

Two for the books

With his 1 52 yards, senior tailbac
became M SC's all time leading ri
first player in M SC history to ru:
yards in a career (below).

Tailback Bill Grundy struggles for additional yardage en route to his 151 yard performance.

With his first quarter extra point, Keith Sahlin
became the holder of every career, seasonal,
and game kicking record in M S C history,
(above)
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Pioneer halfback Owen Mills is swarmed
on by M SC's 'Red Monster Defense'.
Sam Mills (62), Rich Raber (75), and
Brian Monahan (92) lead the charge
(a b o v e ) as M S C 's c h e e rle a d e rs
acknowledge their performance (right).
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With his 152 yards, senior tailback Mike Horn
became M SC's all time leading rusher and the
first player in M SC history to rush for 2 ,0 0 0
yards in a career (below).
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Defensive end Brian Carlson (64) psyches himself up with the help of kicker Keith Sahlin
before Saturday night s game vs WPC.
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RED CROSS
BLOOD DRIVE
is benefitting Robert Teta-a victim of leukemia.
gives any donor access to blood for you or your
family when needed.
is good for you! Giving blood cleanses
the system!

L E T S TOP OUR
312 PINT RECORD
YOU'LL FEEL REAL GOOD!!!!—
OCT.29-30 10AM—4PM
STUDENT CENTER
BALLROOMS
J.ri
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Uncle Sam helps
Goldie find herself
bv M e ry l Yourish
Goldie Hawn is, without a
doubt, one of the best comic
actresses of our time. She has
captivated audiences with her
unique brand of humor since
she first appeared in Laugh-In,
and her latest movie, Private
Benjamin, is a study in
excellence.
Hawn plays Judy Benjamin,
a rich young Jewish American
Princess who has everything—
a car, a nice house, a wealthy
husband—and no identity. The
film opens with J u d y ’s
marriage to Yale Goodman
(Albert Brooks), an energetic
lawyer who drops dead of a
heart attack on their wedding
night—right in the middle of
consummating their marriage.
Devastated, Judy overhears
her father telling her relatives
that she has been trained to do
absolutely nothing, and walks
out o f the house. An
enterprising recruiting officer
persuades Judy to join the
“new” army, promising yachts
and condominiums. Her arrival
at Fort Biloxi for basic training
is a rude awakening, to say the

least.
She gets on the bad side of
her commandi ng officer
(Eileen Brennan) when she
complains about having to
sleep in the same room with 20
strangers and no curtains on the
windows. “I know I joined the
army, but I joined a different
one,” Judy says. “ I joined the
one with the condos.”
She learns the hard way that
she is stuck for three years, and
proceeds to become the
company Sad Sack—until her
arents find her and try to take
er home. Suddenly, Judy
becomes the model soldier, and
her squad captures the enemy
headquarters after getting lost
in a swamp all night by mistake
(don’t they always?) during
war games.
She gains confidence and
begins to respect herself. On
graduation night, she meets a
breathtaki ng Frenchman,
Henri. Judy falls in love and
jumps at the chance to transfer
overseas, where she sees Henri
again and gives up her
promising army career tc
marry him.

Shortly before the wedding,
Judy starts seeing parallels
between Henri and Yale, and
when Henri is four hours late
for his own wedding Judy
changes her mind. She breaks
up with him in the middle of
the vows, punches him out, and
walks out of his life.
Although Private Benjamin is
a comedy, it is also a study in a
w o m a n ’ s road to sel f
awareness. Judy begins the film
des i r i ng n o t h i n g but a
husband, money, and a room
with two closets. Her sojourn
in the army teaches her
independence and self respect,
and she finally realizes that life
is more than just having a rich
husband.
,
Hawn is excellent as the
spoiled rich girl who is used to
having her own way. She
demands, pushes, and kvetches
for everything she wants, and
manipulates her way even
through army red tape.
Armand Assante, as Henri,
is overwhelmingly charming.
S ome h o w he picked up
t r e me ndous good l ooks
between Little Darlings and

Goldie Hawn combines w it, sex appeal, and talent.
Private Benjamin—maybe it’s
the accent. Henri is perfect in
the beginning of his love affair
with Judy, but beneath the
charm lurks a typical upper
middle class morality. When
Judy tries to tell him that she
wants to do more than his
laundry and cooking, she asks,
“Am 1 making any sense?”
“No,” he replies, “and that’s
what I love about you.”.

The Price: Take my
by S tep h en K a n tro w itz
The beautiful Westminster
Theatre, on the Bloomfield
College campus, is the home of
Actors Cafe Theatre. Playing
through Nov., 8 is a somewhat
stodgy, yet striking produc
tion of Arthur Miller’s The
Price.
The Price is a play about
obligations. The two main
characters, Victor Franz and
his older brother, Walter
Franz, have taken different
paths in life. Victor chose to
give up his education and take
care of his father, who needed
his help. Walter decided to
continue with his education
and bee une a successful
doctor. V ictor resents Walter
for turning his back on the
situation and only thinking of
himself. Walter feels that
Victor wasted his life by taking
care of someone who was
capable of taking care of
himself.
The brothers are reunited
after a number of years. The
building where their father had
an apartment is being torn
down. Victor wants to sell all
the furniture and belongings in
the apartment. T o complete the
cast we have Esther, Victor’s
wife, and Gregory Solomon,
the furniture appraiser. F’sther
is caught in the middle between
the brothers; she supports and
loves her husband, but she
tends to side with Walter when
she learns his side of the story.
The central focus of the play
i : f!
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is not the price of furniture. On
the contrary, it is the price of
lives. Miller is concerned with
how much people’s lives are
really worth. Miller reaches the
conclusion that each person
ultimately makes his own
decision for selfish reasons, and
ends up with whatever life he
has bargained for.
The highlight of theevening
and the finest performance was
given by Ed T h o m as
Solomon. Speaking with a
thick Yiddish accent, Thom
added life, wit, and humor to
the play. In what could have
easily been a talky, longwinded
production, Thom ’s wonder
ful stage presence and rapport
added sparkle and vitality.
A similarly fine performance
was given by David G.
Kennedy as Walter. He had a
c o m b i n a t i o n o f casual
aloofness and snobbery that
was perfect for the role. Worth
mentioning is Kennedy’s
versatility. Not only did he star
in the play, he also produced,
di rect ed, des i gned, and
c o n s t r u c t e d t h e s et .
Unfortunately, the latter didn’t
equal the former.
Kennedy’s directing ranged
from good to not-so-good.
During the moments of high
emotional intensity his actors
were quite believable. But for
the largest part of the time they
left something to be desired.
Bob Ritt, as Victor, had the
most forced, unnatural laugh
ever displayed on a stage. Bv
the end of the play, it had

unnerved almost everyone in
the audience. More important
ly, however, was the fact that
he was wrong for the part. He
took too passive an approach
and wa s unable to achieve the
degree of sympathy and
empathy he should have.
One improvement Kennedy
made on t he o r i g i n a l
production was his very
effective conclusion to Act I.
Miller had desired continuous
action, or the option of a
shoddily placed intermission

Eileen Brennan, as Captain
Lewis, is a perfect foil for
J u d y ’ s i n e p t i t u d e and
inadvertently provides Judy
with the will to excel.
Private Benjamin also marks
Hawn’s debut as executive
producer, with her own
production company. If this is
an example of what’s to come,
the motion picture industry has
hit a gold mine.

please
after Walter meets Solomon.
Kennedy wisely chose to end
the act with Walter arriving
unexpectedly, and finding
Y’ictor being paid by Solomon.
Putting this break at such a
feverish climax added an
element of surprise and
intrigue.
Trie Actors Cafe Theatre’s
production of The Price,
although it had many fine
moments, just missed the mark.
In a play that relies on a great
deal of dialogue and not much

action, a director needs
excellent actors and interesting
and original toughes if it’s
going to be entirely successful.
These subtle and not so subtle
touches were missing from the
production.
Ac t o r s Caf e T h e a t r e
continues its season with The
Little Foxes by Li l l i an
Heilman. The play opens Nov.
15 and runs until Dec. 13. The
Theatre is located on F ranklin
and Fr emont Streets in
Bloomfield.

Characters in contrast
by M a rk M a lo n e y
The debut of a new novel frequently goes
unnoticed, unless it is written by a well Known
and talented writer. Real Presence by Richard
Bausch does not go unnoticed.
Real Presence is about a priest, old and bitter,
who is waiting out his death in a small town in
Virginia. The priest is Monsignor Vincent
Shepherd, a man suffering from a lack of faith.
His days are routine, uneventful, and
“peaceful ” until the Bexleys come looking for
shelter. Duck Bexley, the head of the family, is
terminally ill and looking for work to support
his large family. Shepherd, against his personal
feelings, takes them in.
The conflict that arises between Shepherd and
Bexley poses many problems to Snepherd’s
previously peaceful life. Bexley, although
desperate, still has his pride. At one point, he
offers to paint the church in return for shelter,
yet Shepherd refuses the offer. Shepherd is so
wrapped up in himself that he can not see the
plight of others; he can not see a man (Bexley)
who has been driven to desperation. His main

thought is, “Oh, could you all please take these
people off my hands so I can nave what little
peace there is left to me?”
Shepherd’s preoccupation with himself and
the desperation of Bexley climaxes in an ending
which many readers will find difficult to foresee
until very near the end. The ending, however, is
not a letdown.
Bausch has created a novel which is complex
in characterization and offers no easy answers.
I he character of Shepherd provides the reader
with a priest who basically wants nothing to do
with other people. Shepherd is more worried
about his own life than anybody else. In
contrast, Bexley is concerned about his family;
however, men who are driven to desperation do
desperate things.
In Real Presence, Richard Bausch has made a
stunning statement about a man who must come
to terms with himself and another man drive to
desperation. This is Bausch’s first novel, and if it
is any indication of the untapped talent of this
man, we can look forward to more excellent
novels in the future.
vi i * >i:'i ,ir
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Assortment of pop treats
by Bill M e lo
For people who follow new
music closely, the name Rough
Trade is a familiar one. The
organization started in 1976 as
a record shop and eventually
expanded to become a record
label, releasing some of the best
music on either side of the
Atlantic.
Rough Trade records have
always been different. The
label has dedicated itself to
presenting challenging, new
music to a greater number of
people than ever before. To
this end Rough Trade has
expanded its operations by
setting up shop in San
Francisco, thus allowing the
A m e r i c a n a u di e n c e an
opportunity to buy Rough
1 rade products at the cheaper
domestic prices.
Another example of this
dedication is the recently
r el eas ed R o u g h T r a d e
compilation album entitled
Wanna Buy A Bridge? The
record contains 14 songs
reviously unreleased in tnc
IS, from such diverse sources
as Delta F ive, Spizzenergi, and
Stiff Little F'ingers/SLF.
The music on this record is
not your standard fare; be
forewarned. You will not find
Billy Joel or Styx sound-alikes
on this collection. What you
will find, though, is a lot of
exciting music. The album
kicks off with Alternative
Ulster by Northern Ireland’s
S IT ’. S IT ' plays a fiery brand

E

of rock, most reminiscent of
early Clash, mixing political
references with the fury of
punk. Another band who
makes music with a political
slant is the funk oriented Pop
Group. We Are All Prosti
tutes, their first single on
Rough Trade, is included on
Bridge.
Diversity is the key element
on this record. From the
funkyncss of the Pop Group to
the lighthearted balladeeringof
Robert Wyatt, this record is a

winner. Also of note is the
contribution of women to the
music on this album. O f the 14
artists represented here, no less
than six have women playing
major roles. In fact, two of the
bands, Kleenex (now known as
Lilliput) and the Raincoats, are
all female. Other groups such
as Delta Five, whose Mind
Your Own Business single
included on this collection is a
dance club favorite, are fronted
by women.
Wanna Buy A Bridge is,

without doubt, one of the best
various artists compilation
albums ever released. What
you have here are 14 singles,
which if purchased separately
would cost about $45, for the
price of a few dollars. The
music on this album deserves
your attention. Give it to
Wanna Buy a Bridge?
Rock Calendar
Coming to Aldo’s Hideaway:
Oct. 16

Stranglers

21
23
26
27-29
30

Skafish
Psychedelic Furs
Spectres
tggy Pop
Circus Mort

Nov. 2 Brian Brain
6 Joan Jett
9 Photos
20 Young Marble Giants
27 999/ArnleticoSpizz ’80
Aldo’s Hideaway is located
in Lyndhurst, NJ.

Furs possess creative spark
by M aureen Baker
Many rock fans, whose
tastes having developed, are
yearning for something more
involved in the musical scope.
O n e s uch band, t n c
P s y c h e d e l i c F u r s , was
contracted by CBS records and
has recently released an UP
simply titled The Psychedelic
Furs.
In 1977, F'ngland was being
bombarded by the punk
movement, and that year the
Furs decided to expand the
movement by adding their
own bit of kinetic energy to the
wave. Their first single. We
Love You/Pulse, was released
in 1979 and was soon followed
by another, Sister Fmrope.
By 1980 when the LP was
released (including all three
cuts from the singles), college

and undergraduate play
catapulted the album sales and
airplay so far as to chart them as
No. 18 on the British charts as a
new entry.
The Furs ha ve been
convincing in their stateside
tries, also chartingnationally in
fanzines and other music
publications, and receiving
m a j o r ma r k e t a i r p l a y .
International tours have begun
in major cities as Minneapolis,
Toronto, Chicago, Seattle, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and
NY.
The F urs seem to possess a
creative spark necessary to
ignite mass consciousness—just
read any fanzine or music
review, and you’ll see the
psychedelic proof.
The mus i c is t r u l y
captivating, narcoticizing the
listener to the point of

becoming wholly engrossed in
the performance, both on vinyl
and in the flesh.
I h c disc includes 10
enchanting songs, ali written
and arranged by the F urs; with
the detectable production of
Steve Lillywhitc (producer of
X T C and I hc Brains, and
stolen from studio sessions
with Peter Gabriel to do the
Furs debut).
The performing aggregation
is Tim Butler on bass, John
Ashton and Roger Morris on
guitars, an industrious Duncan
Kilburn on saxophones, Vince
Fdy on drum kit, and Richard
Butler propelling the action (as
though on a remote control
mechanism) with hypnotic
vocals.
The ream has a healthy
respect for the music they play,
which often comes across as

automatic, yet remarkably
alluring; all six performers are
incredibly provocative.
It’s most difficult to try to
describe the songs separately,
because every one offers
illustrious genius (lyrically and
musically) on a different
wavelength; yet they remain
very contemporary (“psyche
delic” having nothing to do
with the era).
Sec them live; buy the LP.
The tension and emotional
value emitted in melodic
patterns will causeshimmcring
pulses. Guaranteed.
You can experience the
magic o f the Furs at Aldo’s
Hidcawav in Lyndhurst, NJ
on Oct. 23.
WMSC will also feature an
interview with the band on this
date from 8-10 pm.

Forbert goes electric with third LP
by llan Strasser

Steve Forbert
“Little Stevie Orbit"
Nempcror JZ36595

Now that he has gone elec
tric with his third album, Steve
F orbert threatens to enlarge his
already sizeable audience. An
acquaintance of mine who has
thrilled to F'orbert’s music
since the beginning was not
impressed with the new album,
Little Stevie Orbit, but,
fortunately, I think he will fall
into the minority of listeners.
The new album pulsates
with the type of energy that is
readily apparent at a Forbert
concert. While I did not see
Forbert at his recent MSC
appearance, hearing this album
after the fact makes me wish I
had. The songs range from the
mildly cynical Cellophane
City to the sentimentally
incisive Lonely Girl and the
downright hilarious I’m An
Automobile, but never once is
the continuity lost. I cannot
imagine a live album by
forbert sounding any better or
any more spontaneous.
Ihe new fans that this album
will pick up will find
themselves almost at a loss
when they return to F'orbert’s
first two albums. Still, the wide

Steve Forbert:

Teaches us straight
forward, realistic approach
to life.

range of F'orbert’s musical style
(he can play anything from
steady rock to lovely ballad to
funky skiffle) will give anyone
ample opportunity to revel in
F'orbert’s unique and persistent
musical posturings. Steve
Forbert’s music is George
Thorogood (& The Destroy
ers) gone one better. W hile
Ihe Destroyers are master
stylists who also manage to
play any musical form
extremely well, there is a real
lack of excitement to their
music. The work does not
sustain itself. Bur F'orbert’s
eclectic, humorous, and often
pained vision hits right on the
mark.
I he loveliest sentiments on
the album are presented in A
Visitor.which closes out the Ip.
Forbert sings: “And yes I am a
visitor I've got a life to live
I’m here upon this circum* stance called Ivarth, And all I
am is energy But now I take
this form
I'm shooting
through the universe at birth."
If music ever becomes the
grear unifying force that
everyone proclaims it to be, it
will be Steve Forbert who
helps lead the way to that
coming together. I don’t know
about you, but for my money,
his s t r a i g h t f o r wa r d and
realistic approach to life is
about the best morality lesson
F / ever heard. And it’s fun to
be learning it from him.

------- —DANCE PRODUCTION CLASS------------ 1

Campus
H o lid a y

presents:

27P°

performonce compony
c o lla b e ra tio n o f arts & m o v e m e n t
by: Jan e W ilson
^

8 pm
Old Dance Studio

(A -1 0 4 )

Eve Eisenstodt

USA.,
WINTER SESSION:'M ajor
F ilm F ig u re s ' E n g lis h
4 65 ,M o n . to Fri. 9 :0 0 to
noon. No pre-requisites
needed. (3 credits)
•USED NOT ADU5ED

Describes our slighrly w o rn •

• clothes a n d accessories for y o u a n d yours, m arerm ry *

FREE ADMISSION

• o n d even Fido Save o b un dle a n d tools like o m illio n •
• or REPEAT PERFORMANCE DESIGNERS OUTLET Resole •
• Shop. 2 86 W archung A ve Wesr O ra ng e 736 1423 •

lim ited no. of tickers available
At: Speech & Theatre Office
Old Dance Studio
New Dance Studio

« S h o p W en.Thurs. Fri . 12pm 5 pm

Sor

I0 o m -5 p m

EXTRA 10% OFF ro Srudenrs w irh ID

North Jersey

Gynecological Center

ABORTION SERVICES
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

W om en’s C hoice
A NEW
Reproductive Health
Center Designed
for Women
F R E E pregnancy tests
F R E E counseling
A B O R T I O N by board
certified gynecologists
One Low Fee • Strictly Confidential

489-2266
10 Zabriskie Street, Hackensack

Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete
Gynecological Care
call 375-0800 For Immediate Appt.
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR.
HOURS 9AM-5PM MON -SAT. AMPLE PARKING

« UNION AVE, SUITE 104, IRVINGTON, NJ

North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization
450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WAYNE. NJ 07470________

• VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
•Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

278-4500

*

•Tthi® SitydlSGUft
I
I
I
IT dw ®D Â§)@ira@sp
I
J.
I
i 242 Bellevue Ave
i Upper Montclair,N.J .
]
Tel: 744*87X4
j (In

the old post office
•with the Travel Source)

I

BRING TH IS COUPON FOR OUR

“G e t-A cq u a in te d S p ecial”
SHAMPOO, PRF.CISION GU I & BLOW DRY
Last Time Special at SH.OO!!!
Wed.-ITi.-Sat.-ONLY
^
Appointments or sign-in NECESSARY

h

V R v\ \ ( C

204 bellevue ave
(behind carvel)
upper montclair

m r SALE
a t the MSC Bookstore
Quality, Hardcover Books
up to 2/3 off
original retail price! !!
including . . .
THE VIKING WORLD James Graham-Campbell
or iginally $30.00 — now $10*95
THE HISTORY OF IMPRESSIONISM James Rewald
originally $27*50 — now $9*95
THE ANNOTATED SHAKESPEARE A. L. Rowse
3 v o l . set originally $60*00 —
now $24*95

And 30% off Hardcover Best Sellers
including . . .
PRINCESS DAISY Judith Krantz
THE SECOND LADY Irving Wallace
THE COVENANT James Michener
b«tLA J PAnMsMtW».tAiJ.W * u Vr i I

n<l

PILOT

R
S
Liner
UNER:AMAGNIFICENT

PART TIME
EMPLOYMENT
U IM D TED P A IR O E IL S E R V I C E
SADDLE BROOK
LOADING/UNLOADING

plications - Interview At
7 9 9 Jefferson Rd
Parsippany, N .J.
884 1525
M/F equal opportunity employer

#

Jom the

$ 5 .$ l/h r . to
$ 9 .1 9 /h r.
FULL BENEFITS
APPLY: TUES. & T H U R S .
9AM TO 3PM
At ST. ATHANASIOS CHURCH
51
PA RAMUSROAD, PARAMUS
OR CALL 864-2810

paper! H

EV ER Y THURSDAY NIGHT IS $ NITE
Thursday the 23rd

Reflection Records Record Artists
T. ROTH
&
NOTHER PRETTY FACE

Friday the 24th
TRIGGER
&

FULL STRIDE

dollar admission,$drinks-all night long
Saturday the 25th

THE NINES
&
FULL STRIDE

Every Sunday

New Wove Rockfn Roll
THE MODERNS
&
THE NINES

ALSO 100 Ladies received MODERNS & NINES T-Shirts
ALSO first 100 customers receive MODERN & NINES buttons

Every
Wemesday Night

WHITE TIGER
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THUR., OCT. 25, 1 9 8 0
UNDERG RADUATES: Sign up
for Semester Abroad Program for
spring 1981 study. Opportunities
in Australia, Denmark, and Israel.
Contact Dr. C. Jackson, Director
Intracollegiate Academic
Programs. C -306A ; 893-4431.
FRI.. OCT. 24, 1 9 8 0
M EETING: First information
meeting for C L U B ’s Acapulco
trip. 10 am-1 2 pm, Meeting Room
1, Student Center.
SAT., OCT. 25, 1 9 8 0
HALLOWEEN PARTY: Sponsoedd by BSCU and l.A SO . Student
Center Ballrooms 8 pm-1 am, SI
with ID, S I .50 without ID. There
will be refreshments, a Latin band
P J. game and candy room, two
money prizes, and much, much
more.
SU N ., OCT. 26, 1 9 8 0
FASHION SHOW: Rehearsals
for fashion show sponsored by
BSCU and SC A Cultural Affairs
every Sunday and Wednesday.
Student ('enter Meeting Rooms at
7 pm. No admission, All arc
invited to attend and participate.
For additional information call
kasib Bryant at 893-4198 or 8935626.
M O N ., OCT. 27, 1 9 8 0
HALLOWEEN PARTY: Sponso
red by C LU B. A Halloween party
with music by the Suspects.
Admission is SI with costume and
S I .50 without. 8pm intheStudent
Center Ballrooms A and B.
PRESIDENTIAL C A N D I
DATE: Sponsored by CINA.
Presidential candidate Dr. Barry
C om m oner . C itizen s Parry,
Student Center Ballrooms or

outdoors, between 2 -3 :3 0 pm. No
admission price. Come hear and
meet t he candi dat e. Al s o
sponsored by the anthropology
club.
THUR., OCT. 30, 1 9 8 0
PARALEGAL STUDIES: A
panel discussion with paralegals
working in diverse legal areas will
be held on Nov. 5 at 2-4 pm, in
Ru ss Hall Lounge. For further
i n f o r m a t i o n cal l M a r i l y n
Frankcnthaler at ext. 4152 or
4285.
THUR., FRI., A N D SAT., OCT.
3 0 -Nov. 1. 1 9 8 0
REVIVAL: First annual Fall
Revival. Theme: It’s 'Time To Seek
the Lord, sponsored by Montclair
Stare Contem porary Gospel
Knscmble. Oct. 3 0 -3 1- Student
(-enter Cafeteria, 7-10 pm. Nov.
I—Freeman Hall Cafeteria, 12-10
pm. There will be speakers, choirs,
dinner, seminars, and monologues.

FOR SALE: 1971 Ford L T D ,
ps /pb, good transportation, just
passed inspection, asking $350,
negotiable. Call 226-0011.
PERSONAL: Michael, '1'his is
just the start o f the Birthday that
you’ll never forget. Love always,
Robin.
PERSONAL: Karen, T o the best
friend anyone could ever have.
Have the best birthday ever. L o v p
always, Robin.
FOR SALE: Audio-vox FM8rrack stereo. Used 5 months,
excellent condition, asking $75,
call after 5 pm, 768-6213.
FOR SALE: Audio-vox, 20 oz.
triaxial speakers, brand new, still

in package. Asking $65, call after 5
pm, 768-6213.
PERSONAL: T o “the Gleam,"
I’m so glad we became friends!
You’re super! Love, Deb.

FO R SALE:
1971 Ford
Maverick, runs good but needs
some work, $150, call 868-1563.
FOR SALE: 1979 Ford van,
ps pb, 21,000 miles, 6 cyl..

customized, $4,800. Call Bobafter
5:30 at 839-1450.
FOR SALE: Wedding gown only
worn once, Queen Anne style, size
12, best offer. Call Doreen at
3770200.

CINA & Anthropology Club
present
Citizen Party Presidential Candidate

BARRY COMMONER
Monday, October 27
2 — 3:30 PM
Student Center Ballroom A
FREE Admission

A Class One and Class Two Organization of the SGA

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
is throwing our annual

Wednesday, O ctober 2 9 8 PM

The Monrclarion Thur., Oct. 23. 1980. I'F
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Tarrago, Liddy pace Indians, 3-1
Booters notch
second victory
by W illiam D elo rm
Forward Alvaro Farrago
scored twice, and sweeper Paul
I ,iddy converted a penalty kick
to give MSC its second victory
of the season, 3 - 1. vs New York
University/NYU, Friday at
Brookdale Park.
Liddy’s goal, at the 4 1: 12
mafk of the first half, proved to
l>e all the Indians would need to
subdue the winless (0-10)
Violets. Midfielder Gary Holt
was taken down inside NYU's
penalty box to set up the score.
The Tribe's leading scorer.
Farrago, gave MSC a rare lead
just 14 minutes into the match
when he outran the Violet's
defense and fired a loose ball
past an our of posrion NYU
goalkeeper.
Farrago’s second goal of the

game and his fifth of the season
came 31:26 into the second
half. After raking a perfectly
timed pass from midfielder
l orn Conners, he used the
N YU goalie, catching him flat
footed, and pushing the ball
into’ the left corner o f the net.
“We moved the ball better in
the second half than we have
since our opener vs Mercy,”
assistant coach Rich Neumann
commented after the game.

MSC shots.
N Y U ’s lone score came with
only seven minutes to play in
the match , when Jinnah Ali
Greulich, who started the • headed an indirect kick past a
season as a second string
lunging Mike Fropeano.
fullback, was brought to the f,
“Lucky shot. It just hit his
front line vs Kean College last
head. He didn’t even realize it
week. His job was primarily to
went in,” Fropeano comment
harrass opposing fullbacks and
ed in disgust after losing his
goalkeepers into making costly
shutout.
mistakes in front o f the net.
“All we needed was a win,"
Thus far, he hasn’t caused
head coach Phil Santiago stared
that big of an error, but he has
afterwards. “Now they’re (the
given opponents enough body
layers) talking about
c o n t a c t to ha ve t hem ,
nocking off Trenton and
concentrating on him and not
Glassboro. And we can do it,"
the ball. Twice on Friday,
he added.
N Y U ’s goalie found himself
THROW INS: M SC s victory
eating dirt with Greulich on his
followed a two hour team
back as he tried to hang onto
dominance in the air was
rivaled only by the high flying
Liddy.

meeting the day before in
which the players and Santiago
told each other just how they
felt about the team, their
teammates, the season, and the
coaches. Obviously, someth
ing was discovered—like how
to win...The Indians outshot
N YU 19-8... Fropeano made
seven saves in an easy
afternoon in net...The Tribe’s
next home game is on Sat., Oct.
25, 1980 at 11 am vs Ramapo
College at Sprague Field.
...On Wednesday night, Oct.
29, the Indians will face one of
their toughest opponents all
season when they take on
Trenton State College under
the lights at Sprague Field.
Game time is 8 pm.

A lot of M SC’s success at
moving the ball can be credited
to Australian midfielder Wally
Broder and “ Ka mi k a z e ”
forward Jeff Greulich.
Broder played one of the best
games any Indian has this
season. His quick, one touch
passes kept N YU defenders
running crazy, and his

IM Highlights

Woodstock
takes women's
volleyball titie;
1 5 -1 3 ,1 5 -4
In the men’s football league, the Vegetables and the Eastsidcrs
have advanced into the finals. The Vegetables made it by beating
the Shore Boys, 28- 7, while the Fastsidcrs defeated last year's
champions, the Terrorists, by a score of 13-12.
The final game is a rematch of the last game of the season ,
which the Vegetables won 6-4.
In the coed league, the Bohners beat the Quick Sicks to take first
place in division I.
For the playoffs, the Bohners will face the Bomb Squad, while
the Quick Sicks will meet the Shore Boys. The semifinals wereon
Tuesday and the finals on Wednesday. Results o f these games
will be announced next week.
In the women’s volleyball league, Woodstock beat the Wonder
Women in two straight games to win the title. The scores from the
games were 15-13 and 15-4.
Outstanding players of the league were Kathy Weeks, Dunna
Emmons, and Carol Lynch, all of Woodstock; and Marianne
Kucher o f the Wonder Women.
In the fall bowling league, the Geeks moved into first place
with a 26-8 record, followed by Brian’s Bunch, 2 4 - 11, and the
Oldtimers, 19 - 16. John Dworak and Cynthia Jancz still hold all
of the high scores in their respective categories.
Coming Events: The men’s basketball league starts on Mon.,
Oct. 27 in Panzer Gym at 8 pm. Schedules will be posted in the
SILC Office.The billiards tournament will be held on Wed., Nov.
5 and Thur., Nov. 6 in the gameroom at 8 pm. Applications are
due on Tue.. Nov. 4.
For more information, call SILC ext. 5245.

Kamikaze forward Jeff Greulich (middle) challenges tw o NYU defenders during M SC's 3-1
victory last Friday at Brookdale Park.

Harriers match last
season's 12-2 record
by Ian G ordon
T his week the MSC harriers added five more meets to their win column. On Thursday they
defeated Monmouth College, 26-29, at the Dear Test Site. Saturday they defeated City College of
New York, 24-33, York College, 15-45, Brooklyn College, 15-45, and Medger Evers College, 1545, in Van Cortlandt Park.
Thursday’s meet was another in a long line of close meets this season. When the official results
were tallied, MSC arose victorious by a narrow three point margin. Ian Gordon led all runners
across the finish line of the five mile plus course.
His time of 26:50 was only 10 seconds shy of the course record.
Gordon was followed by Dan Wiggins (third), Charlie Cilwik (fifth), Frank Nelson (eighth),
Julius Muinde (ninth), Pete Guthrie (tenth), Pete Smith (eleventh), and Tom Schwarz (rwelf rh).
On Saturday, MSC was scheduled to race against four reams at Van Cortlandt Park. When they
got to the starting line, there were no less than 12 other teams lined up with them. Although MSC
was only scoring against one-quarter oftheteams, it was clearly evident that they werethe strongest
team in the race.
Led by Gordon’s first place finish in a time of 27:28, MSC defeated all four o f its opponents.
Cilwik was M SC ’s next finisher. He was followed by Guthrie, Wiggins, Nelson, and Schwarz.
Unofficially,the Indians defeated all of the other teams in the race,too.
Surprisingly, this season seems to be a carbon copy of 1979. At this point last year, the harriers
had an identical record of 12-2.
M SC’s last chance to better 19 79’s record will come on Saturday, when they race a powerful
Rider College squad.
Tuesday the Indians will compete in the New Jersey Championship
Meet. This meet doubles as the conference championsnip, too. It will take place at 2 pm in
Homdel Park.
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M SC holds soccer clinic
for very special athletes
by Paul Huegel
Under the sponsorship of the NJ
Special Olympics, more than 600 NJ
mentally retarded athletes of all ages
participated in a state wide soccer clinic
at MSC on Oct. 15.

C

Special Oi ympi c s - - t h e largest
program of sports training and athletic
competition for the mentally retarded—
is a year round program in 95 percent of
America’s counties. It s success has
been made possible by the love and
dedication of hundreds of thousands of
volunteers who know that the mentally
retarded have important contributions
to make in society. MSC can take pride
in saying they are part of the success of
Special Olympics.
MSC" has participated in soccer clinics
for the mentally retarded for the past
five years. Previous clinics were at
Brookdale Park. Last Wednesday’s was
the first time the event was held at
Sprague Field. About 120 MSC"
students, mostly physical education
majors, helped as referees and trainers
for the participants who had already
played soccer at their schools and
institutions.
This program, based on a grant from
the Bureau of I ducation for the
Handicapped of the US department of
education, is developing means for
mentally retarded persons to make a
successful adjustment to leisure
si t uat i ons t hr ough educat i onal
experiences that include physical
education and recreation.
The Special O lym pics is an
international program of physcia!
fitness, sports training, and athletic
competition for mentally retarded
children and adults. It is unique in that it

One of NJ's 'special' athletes bootsaoccer ball across Sprague Field s
astroturf.

Olympics—except those for courage,
determination, and sportsmanship.
Since its begi nni ng, Special
Olympics has grown remarkably to the
point where now more than 1,000,000
special children and adults are
articipating. F^ach year, the retarded
ave a chance to show their families and
communities just how much they can
accomplish. This was the case last
Wednesday at MSC.
Special Olympics offers 15 official
sports—basketball, bowling, diving,
frisbee, gymnastics, floor hockey, poly
hockey, ice skating, Alpine and Nordic
skiing, soccer, softball, swimming,
track and field, volleyball, and
wheelchair events. O f these, MSC
offers clinics in three—soccer and
basketball in February, and track and
field in the spring.
D r. Leonard Lucenko, stare
c o o r d i n a t o r f or t h e s o c c e r
competitions, Dr. Joan Schleede,
ch airwoman of M S C ’s physical
education department, and Tim
Sullivan, state coordinator of the
Innovative Sports Skills Instructional
Program, all members of the physical
education department,coordinated the
soccer clinic.
“ I feel the clinic is an excellent
learning experience for my students and
is valuable to both them and the
participants,” Lucenko commented.
“About 98 percent of my students
volunteered their services,” he added.
“This was a great opportunity for
students in the physical education
department to partake in a national
project and work with mentally
retarded children,” Sullivan noted.
“Also, I feel it is great anytime the
college can work with the community
and the community can rely on the
college,” he added.

Physical education major Helen Rudnicki gives heryoung group some tips on
soccer.
accomodates competitors at all ability
levels by as si gni ng them to
“competition divisions” based on both
age and actual performance.
The program contributes to the
physical, social, and psychological
development of mentally retarded
participants. Thr ough successful
experience in sports, they gain
confidence and build a positive self
image associated with success rather
than failure.
Mentally retarded individuals eight
years of age or older are eligible to
participate in Special Olympics. There
is no upper age limit.
T h e Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr.
Foundation created Special Olympics.

The program is operated by Special
Olympics, Inc., a nonprofit, charitable
organization located in Washington,
Special Olympics is a volunteer
program. Over 315,000 volunteers
provide the manpower for Special
Olympics. They come from high
schools and colleges, service and
women’s clubs, parents, groups, youth
agencies, sports, physical education and
recreation, among others.
Special Olympics is sport in its truest
sense. The goal is not to win, but to try;
to experience, not to conquer. No time
is too slow, no distance too small to earn
a hug, a cheer, or a sincere “well done.”
No records are broken in Special

j j mm McMahon escorts his special friends to a soccer passing drill.

Senior Tom Devine offers a helping
hand during last Wednesday's Special
Olympics' soccer clinic at MSC.

